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Abstract
Explicit time stepping schemes are popular for linear acoustic and elastic
wave propagation due to their simple nature which does not require sophis-
ticated solvers for the inversion of the stiffness matrices. However, explicit
schemes are only stable if the time step size is bounded by the mesh size in
space subject to the so-called CFL condition. In micro-heterogeneous media,
this condition is typically prohibitively restrictive because spatial oscillations
of the medium need to be resolved by the discretization in space. This pa-
per presents a way to reduce the spatial complexity in such a setting and,
hence, to enable a relaxation of the CFL condition. This is done using the
Localized Orthogonal Decomposition method as a tool for numerical homog-
enization. A complete convergence analysis is presented with appropriate,
weak regularity assumptions on the initial data.
Keywords explicit time stepping, hyperbolic equation, heterogeneous media, numerical
homogenization, multiscale method
AMS subject classification 65M12, 65M60, 35L05
1 Introduction
We consider the discretization of the wave equation
u¨− divA∇u = f in (0, T )× Ω,
u(0) = u0 in Ω,
u˙(0) = v0 in Ω,
u|Γ = 0 in (0, T ),
∇u · ν|∂Ω\Γ = 0 in (0, T )
(1.1)
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Explicit wave propagation in heterogeneous media
on a polygonal, convex, bounded Lipschitz domain Ω ⊆ Rd, d ∈ {2, 3} with outer
normal ν and Dirichlet boundary Γ ⊆ ∂Ω with non-zero measure. Further, we as-
sume that the initial data u0 ∈ H1Γ(Ω), v0 ∈ L2(Ω) and the time-independent rough
coefficient A ∈ L∞(Ω;Rd×dsym) fulfills the bounds α|ξ|2 ≤ A(x)ξ ·ξ and |A(x)ξ| ≤ β|ξ|
for all ξ ∈ Rd and almost all x ∈ Ω for some 0 < α ≤ β < ∞. We have in mind
coefficients that vary on some small scale 0 < ε 1 but we do not need restrictive
assumptions such as periodicity or scale separation.
In order to compute a numerical approximation of problem (1.1), we first write
the problem in variational form, i.e., we seek a weak solution u ∈ L2(0, T ;H1Γ(Ω))
with u˙ ∈ L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)) and u¨ ∈ L2(0, T ;H−1(Ω)) such that
〈u¨, v〉H−1(Ω)×H1(Ω) + a(u, v) = (f, v)L2(Ω) (1.2)
for all v ∈ H1Γ(Ω) with initial conditions u(0) = u0 and u˙(0) = v0, where a de-
notes the bilinear form a(u, v) :=
∫
ΩA∇u · ∇v dx. Note that for any u0 ∈ L2(Ω),
v0 ∈ H1Γ(Ω) and f ∈ L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)), there exists a unique weak solution u of
(1.2). A proof of this can, for example, be found in [15, Ch. 7.2]. Restricting the
solution space H1Γ(Ω) in (1.2) to a finite element space Vh based on a regular mesh
Th of Ω with mesh size h and applying the leapfrog scheme with step size ∆t in
time leads to the following discrete problem:
Find uh = (unh)n=0,...N with u
n
h ∈ Vh such that for n ≥ 2
∆t−2(un+1h − 2unh + un−1h , vh)L2(Ω) + a(unh, vh) = (f(n∆t), vh)L2(Ω) (1.3)
for all vh ∈ Vh and given u0h and u1h.
It is well understood that such a method only leads to acceptable results if the
mesh size h is small enough to resolve the fine scale features in space originating
from the highly varying coefficient A. Consider, for example, a coefficient that
oscillates periodically between α and β with period length 0 < ε  1. In this
case, the error of the finite element method scales at best like (h/ε)s for some
s > 0 that depends on the smoothness of A and the domain Ω. In order to obtain
accuracy, at least h < ε should hold. Such an h, however, may be too small
to allow for reasonably fast computations. It is especially very restrictive since
reducing the size of h directly leads to larger systems of linear equations that need
to be solved in every time step. Furthermore, the fact that the above method (1.3)
is explicit in time also introduces the so-called CFL condition that limits the size
of the time step ∆t by the (minimal) mesh size hmin, i.e., ∆t . hmin. It is, hence,
too expensive to pose the discrete problem on meshes with small mesh sizes h that
resolve fine scale features. The next section introduces a way to cope with the
fine scale characteristics on an arbitrarily chosen coarse scale H which not only
reduces the size of present linear systems but also allows larger time steps subject
to a relaxed CFL condition ∆t . H.
The approach is based on the so-called Localized Orthogonal Decomposition
method (LOD) introduced in [22] (see also [27]) and uses ideas similar to the
ones presented in [29] for the wave equation in homogeneous media posed on
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domains with re-entrant corners. The basic idea of the method is to define low-
dimensional finite element spaces that include spatial fine scale features. The
construction is based on the decomposition of the solution space H1Γ(Ω) into an
infinite-dimensional fine scale space and its finite-dimensional a-orthogonal com-
plement. The latter has improved approximation properties compared to classical
finite elements and may thus be used as both trial and test space for the spatial dis-
cretization. It can also be shown that there exists a bijective transformation from
the classical finite element space to this improved approximation space. Thus, a
basis of the new space is constructed by modifying the classical finite element basis
functions by adding the solutions of auxiliary elliptic problems (so-called corrector
problems). The corrector problems may even be localized without severely effect-
ing approximation properties, which gives the method its name. The approach
has been successfully applied to time-harmonic wave propagation to eliminate the
pollution effect [28, 16, 8]. For the wave equation with rough coefficients, the LOD
has already been used in combination with an implicit time discretization (Crank-
Nicolson) in [2]. Therein, the need for additional regularity assumptions on the
initial data is discussed, which is also crucial for the explicit time discretization in
our case. Another possibility to resolve fine scale features in space is the Heteroge-
neous Multiscale Method (HMM) [11, 10], which is for instance discussed in [1, 12]
or in [13, 4] in the context of wave propagation over long time. However, the HMM
requires scale separation and may thus not be accurate in the general setting of this
work. Another method for the numerical homogenization of the wave equation can
be found in [24]. There, the idea is to use a harmonic coordinate transformation
in order to obtain higher regularity of the weak solution. The main drawbacks
of this approach are the necessary assumptions (so-called Cordes-type condition)
that are hard to verify, and the approximation of the coordinate transformation for
which global fine scale problems need to be solved. Another approach by the same
authors is presented in [26], where so-called rough polyharmonic splines based on
more demanding biharmonic corrector problems are introduced. A more recent
approach [25] is based on a decomposition into orthogonal spaces in the spirit of
the LOD method and shows the possible generalization of the present approach
to a multilevel setting.
In general, any of the methods mentioned above can be used for the spatial
discretization. The advantage of the LOD method is that it preserves the finite
element structure of the problem and it is thus very convenient for practical appli-
cations. The use of an explicit time stepping scheme on the other side is motivated
by its simple nature that allows for faster computations in every time step and by
the fact that the discrete energy is conserved (see (2.8)). Since solutions to the
wave equation conserve energy in the continuous setting, such a property is very
natural and desirable in the discrete setting as well.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce an idealized
method based on the LOD method for the spatial discretization and the leapfrog
scheme in time. We show stability and error estimates under suitable regularity
assumptions and discuss a simplification of the method. Section 3 is devoted to a
complete analysis of the fully discrete practical method, where also the auxiliary
corrector problems are discretized in order to allow for practical computations. In
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Section 4, numerical experiments are presented to illustrate the numerical perfor-
mance of the method and we give a short conclusion in Section 5.
In the remaining part of this paper we use the notations (•, •) := (•, •)L2(Ω) and
‖ • ‖ := ‖ • ‖L2(Ω) for the standard L2 scalar product and the corresponding norm.
We denote with V := H1Γ(Ω) the space H
1(Ω) with zero traces on Γ and write
a . b if a ≤ Cb with a generic constant C that can depend on the exact solution
u and its higher order time derivatives at time zero as well as the right-hand side
f , in order to shorten the notation. Further, .T indicates linear dependence of
the constant C on T .
2 The Idealized Method
As mentioned above, the aim of this section is to discretize problem (1.2) on a
coarse mesh with mesh size H that does not resolve fine scale characteristics of
the coefficient. The discrete solution should still achieve reasonably good accuracy.
The general idea of the LOD is to ‘correct’ coarse finite element functions in such a
way that they incorporate fine scale features of the given problem. The following
subsection focuses on the spatial discretization and some useful properties. In
subsection 2.2, we then introduce an idealized method and discuss its properties
in the remaining subsections of this section.
2.1 Numerical upscaling by LOD
We consider a quasi-uniform shape regular mesh TH on Ω with mesh size H > ε.
The corresponding standard P1/Q1 finite element space is denoted by VH . The
construction of the modified finite element space is based on a projective quasi-
interpolation operator IH : V → VH with approximation and stability properties,
i.e.,
‖H−1(v − IHv)‖+ ‖∇IHv‖ ≤ CIH‖∇v‖ (2.1)
for all v ∈ V and
‖IHv‖ ≤ CIH‖v‖ (2.2)
for all v ∈ V . The constant CIH only depends on the shape regularity of the
elements in the mesh but not on H. Ideally, such an operator is also local in
the sense that the support of the interpolation is only marginally larger than the
support of the original function. This is, for instance, the case with the following
possible choice which is used for our numerical experiments, see [23, 5, 14, 20].
We define IH := EH ◦ ΠH , where ΠH is the piecewise L2 projection onto
P1(TH)/ Q1(TH), the space of piecewise linear/bilinear and possibly discontinuous
functions that vanish at the boundary. EH denotes the averaging operator that
maps P1(TH)/ Q1(TH) to VH by assigning to each free vertex the arithmetic mean
of the corresponding function values of the neighboring elements. Rigorously, for
any v ∈ P1(TH)/v ∈ Q1(TH) and a free vertex z of TH , we have
(EH(v))(z) =
∑
T∈TH
with z∈T
v|T (z) · card−1{K ∈ TH : z ∈ K}.
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With such an interpolation operator IH we can define the so-called fine scale space
W as its kernel, i.e., W := KerIH . We can then define for v ∈ V the corrector
Cv ∈W by
a(Cv, w) = a(v, w) (2.3)
for all w ∈W . Note that for any v ∈ V , it holds that
α‖∇Cv‖2 ≤ a(Cv,Cv) = a(v,Cv) ≤ β‖∇v‖‖∇Cv‖,
and thus
‖∇Cv‖ ≤ β
α
‖∇v‖.
Similarly, we also obtain the estimate
‖∇Cv‖ ≤ α−1CIHH‖divA∇v‖
if divA∇v ∈ L2(Ω) using the approximation property (2.1). Define V˜H := (1 −
C)VH and observe that V = V˜H ⊕W and a(V˜H ,W ) = 0 by construction. Further,
observe that the inverse inequality holds.
Lemma 2.1 (Inverse inequality). For any v˜H ∈ V˜H ,
‖∇v˜H‖ ≤ C˜invH−1‖v˜H‖. (2.4)
Proof. Let v˜H ∈ V˜H . Since v˜H = (1− C)IH v˜H , we get
α‖∇v˜H‖2 ≤ a(v˜H , v˜H) = a(v˜H , IH v˜H) ≤ β‖∇v˜H‖‖∇IH v˜H‖
≤ β‖∇v˜H‖CinvCIHH−1‖v˜H‖
using (2.2) and the standard inverse inequality
‖∇vH‖ ≤ CinvH−1‖vH‖ (2.5)
for any vH ∈ VH . Hence, (2.4) follows with C˜inv := CinvCIHβ/α.
Besides, the new space V˜H also has the following approximation property, which
is a generalization of [29, Lemma 2.1] to the case of non-constant coefficients.
Lemma 2.2. For all u ∈ V with divA∇u ∈ L2(Ω), it holds that
inf
v˜H∈V˜H
‖u− v˜H‖H1(Ω) ≤ α−1CIHH‖divA∇u‖ (2.6)
Proof. Let u˜H ∈ V˜H be the orthogonal projection with respect to the bilinear form
a of u onto V˜H , i.e.,
a(u˜H , v˜H) = a(u, v˜H)
for all v˜H ∈ V˜H . Therefore, the error eH = u− u˜H ∈W and, hence,
α‖∇eH‖2 ≤ a(eH , eH) = a(u, eH) = (−divA∇u, eH) ≤ ‖divA∇u‖‖eH‖.
Since eH ∈W , it holds that
‖eH‖ = ‖(1− IH)eH‖ ≤ CIHH‖∇eH‖
using the approximation property (2.1). Combining both inequalities results in
‖∇(u− u˜H)‖ ≤ α−1CIHH‖divA∇u‖
which concludes the proof.
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2.2 Discretization in time
Based on the adapted spatial discretization defined above and the standard leapfrog
scheme in time as in (1.3), the proposed idealized method reads:
Find u˜H = (u˜n)n=0,..,N with u˜n ∈ V˜H , such that for n ≥ 2
∆t−2(u˜n+1 − 2u˜n + u˜n−1, v˜H) + a(u˜n, v˜H) = (f(n∆t), v˜H) (2.7)
for all v˜H ∈ V˜H and given u˜0 = (1− C)IHu0 and suitable u˜1 ∈ V˜H .
We call (2.7) the idealized method because we implicitly assume that the corrector
problems (2.3) can be computed exactly. In order to show stability and error
estimates for this scheme, standard methods can be applied [9, 19]. First, we
introduce the discrete energy
En+1/2(u˜H) :=
1
2
(‖ ˙˜un+1/2‖2 + a(u˜n, u˜n+1)),
where ˙˜un+1/2 :=
u˜n+1−u˜n
∆t denotes the discrete time derivative. Using (2.7) with
the test function v˜H = u˜n+1 − u˜n−1, we derive energy conservation in the sense
that
∆t (f(n∆t), ˙˜un+1/2 + ˙˜un−1/2)
= ∆t−2(u˜n+1 − 2u˜n + u˜n−1, u˜n+1 − u˜n−1) + a(u˜n, u˜n+1 − u˜n−1)
= 2
(
En+1/2(u˜H)− En−1/2(u˜H)
)
.
(2.8)
Lemma 2.3 (Stability of the idealized method). Assume that the CFL condition
1− 1
2
βC2invC
2
IH
H−2∆t2 ≥ δ (2.9)
holds for some δ > 0. Then the idealized method (2.7) is stable, i.e.,
‖ ˙˜un+1/2‖+‖∇u˜n+1‖ ≤ Cs
(
∆t
n∑
k=1
‖f(k∆t)‖+ ‖ ˙˜u1/2‖+ ‖∇u˜0‖+ ‖∇u˜1‖
)
(2.10)
with a generic constant Cs.
Proof. The proof mainly follows the ideas presented in [9, 19], generalized to the
case of arbitrary coefficients. With the inverse inequality (2.5) and the bounded-
ness of the bilinear form a, i.e.,
a(u, v) ≤ β‖∇u‖‖∇v‖
for any u, v ∈ V , we have
En+1/2(u˜H)
=
1
2
(‖ ˙˜un+1/2‖2 + a(u˜n, u˜n+1))
=
1
4
a(u˜n+1, u˜n+1) +
1
4
a(u˜n, u˜n)− 1
4
a(u˜n+1 − u˜n, u˜n+1 − u˜n) + 1
2
‖ ˙˜un+1/2‖2
≥ 1
4
a(u˜n+1, u˜n+1) +
1
4
a(u˜n, u˜n) +
1
2
(1− 1
2
βC2invC
2
IH
H−2∆t2)‖ ˙˜un+1/2‖2
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Here, we have used the fact that, for any vH ∈ VH ,
a((1− C)vH , (1− C)vH) = a(vH , vH)− a(CvH ,CvH) ≤ β‖∇vH‖2.
The CFL condition (2.9) ensures positivity of the discrete energy, i.e.,
En+1/2(u˜H) ≥ 1
4
a(u˜n+1, u˜n+1) +
1
4
a(u˜n, u˜n) +
δ
2
‖ ˙˜un+1/2‖2. (2.11)
With (2.8), we get the estimate
En+1/2(u˜H)− En−1/2(u˜H) = 1
2
∆t(f(n∆t), ˙˜un+1/2 + ˙˜un−1/2)
≤ 1
2
∆t‖f(n∆t)‖(‖ ˙˜un+1/2‖+ ‖ ˙˜un−1/2‖)
≤ 1√
2δ
∆t‖f(n∆t)‖
(√
En+1/2(u˜H) +
√
En−1/2(u˜H)
)
using inequality (2.11). From this, we get√
En+1/2(u˜H) ≤
√
En−1/2(u˜H) +
1√
2δ
∆t‖f(n∆t)‖
and, hence, the stability estimate√
En+1/2(u˜H) ≤
√
E1/2(u˜H) +
1√
2δ
∆t
n∑
k=1
‖f(k∆t)‖.
This, in turn, implies
‖ ˙˜un+1/2‖+ ‖∇u˜n+1‖ ≤ Cs
(
∆t
n∑
k=1
‖f(k∆t)‖+ ‖ ˙˜u1/2‖+ ‖∇u˜0‖+ ‖∇u˜1‖
)
with Cs = max
{√
2
δ ,
2√
α
}
max
{√
2
δ ,
√
β
}
.
As in [29], we can use the estimate (2.10) to derive an estimate for the error
u˜n − u(tn) in the next subsection. Note that the constant in (2.10) crucially
depends on the contrast β/α and thus also the constant in the error bound depends
on β/α.
2.3 Error analysis
In order to derive an error estimate, let zH ∈ L2(0, T ; V˜H) denote the auxiliary
semi-discrete solution, i.e., z˙H ∈ L2(0, T ; V˜H), z¨H ∈ L2(0, T ; V˜H) and zH solves
(z¨H(t), v˜H)L2(Ω) + a(zH(t), v˜H) = (f(t), v˜H) (2.12)
for all v˜H ∈ V˜H and all t ∈ [0, T ], with initial conditions zH(0) = (1−C)IHu0 and
z˙H(0) = (1− C)IHv0.
7
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Remark 2.4. With the above regularity assumptions u0 ∈ H1Γ(Ω), v0 ∈ L2(Ω) and
f ∈ L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)), there exists a unique solution zH of (2.12). The energy norm
of zH can be bounded by the norms of the initial data u0, v0 and the right-hand
side f . This follows from standard ODE theory due to the fact that (2.12) may be
rewritten as a linear system of ODEs.
For the time discretization, let N = dT/∆te be the number of time steps. Sim-
ilar to the estimates in [29], the total error can be split into the discretization
error (En)n=0,...,N in time defined by En = u˜n − zH(n∆t), and the spatial dis-
cretization error zH(n∆t) − u(n∆t) = zH(n∆t) − ΠV˜Hu(n∆t) − ρ(n∆t) with the
best-approximation error ρ(t) = u(t) − ΠV˜Hu(t). Here, ΠV˜Hu(t) denotes the or-
thogonal projection of u(t) onto V˜H with respect to the bilinear form a. Using
(2.10), we get the following result.
Theorem 2.5 (Error of the idealized method). If u¨ ∈ L1(0, T ;L2(Ω)) and z¨H ∈
C(0, T ;L2(Ω)), it holds with tn = n∆t that∥∥∥∥(u˜n+1 − u(tn+1))− (u˜n − u(tn))∆t
∥∥∥∥+ ‖∇(u˜n+1 − u(tn+1))‖
≤ Cs
(
‖E˙1/2‖+ ‖∇E1‖+
∥∥∥z˙H(0)−ΠV˜H u˙(0)∥∥∥+ ‖∇(zH(0)−ΠV˜Hu(0))‖
+
∥∥∥∥ρ(tn)− ρ(tn−1)∆t
∥∥∥∥+ ‖∇ρ(tn)‖+ ∫ tn
0
‖ρ¨(s)‖ ds
+
n∑
k=1
∆t
∥∥∥∥zH(tk+1)− 2zH(tk) + zH(tk−1)(∆t)2 − z¨H(tk)
∥∥∥∥
)
,
(2.13)
with the constant Cs from (2.10).
With (2.6) and under the assumption of some additional regularity and appropriate
initial conditions, the right-hand side of (2.13) scales like H + ∆t2.
Corollary 2.6 (Error of the idealized method). Assume that u ∈ C3(0, T ;L2(Ω)),
u¨ ∈ C(0, T ;H1(Ω)), zH ∈ C4(0, T ;L2(Ω)) and f ∈ C1(0, T ;L2(Ω)) and that the
corresponding norms are independent of the roughness of A, i.e., they do not grow
when reducing the fine scale ε on which the coefficient varies. Let u˜H(t) be the
piecewise linear function that interpolates u˜H in time. Then
‖u− u˜H‖L2(0,T ;H1Γ(Ω)) .T H + ∆t
2.
Note that the standard assumptions on u, zH and f are u ∈ C4(0, T ;L2(Ω)),
zH ∈ C4(0, T ;L2(Ω)) and f ∈ C2(0, T ;L2(Ω)). However, with (2.1) and the fact
that ρ(t) ∈ W the above assumptions are sufficient to bound the fifth to seventh
term in (2.13) by H.
2.4 Regularity
We shall finally show that the regularity conditions of Corollary 2.6 can be met
for relevant classes of problems with arbitrarily rough coefficients that are charac-
terized by the right-hand side f and the initial conditions.
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Lemma 2.7 (Regularity). Let u be the solution of (1.2) and zH the semi-discrete
solution of (2.12). Suppose that f ∈ H3(0, T ;L2(Ω)) and
(A1) v0 ∈ H1Γ(Ω),
(A2) u¨(0) := f(0) + divA∇u0 ∈ H1Γ(Ω),
(A3) u(3)(0) := f˙(0) + divA∇v0 ∈ H1Γ(Ω),
(A4) u(4)(0) := f¨(0) + divA∇u¨(0) ∈ L2(Ω).
Further assume that the corresponding norms can be bounded independently of the
fine scale ε on which A varies. Then u and zH satisfy the assumptions of Corol-
lary 2.6, i.e., u ∈ C3(0, T ;L2(Ω)), u¨ ∈ C(0, T ;H1(Ω)) and zH ∈ C4(0, T ;L2(Ω)).
Proof. Differentiating (1.1) with respect to time and using the assumptions (A1)-
(A4) shows that the time derivatives of u solve wave-type equations as well. From
[15, Ch. 7.2] we get the necessary regularity u ∈ H4(0, T ;L2(Ω)), from which it
follows that u ∈ C3(0, T ;L2(Ω)). It further holds that u ∈ H3(0, T ;H1(Ω)) and
thus u¨ ∈ C(0, T ;H1(Ω)).
It remains to show that zH ∈ C4(0, T ;L2(Ω)). As above, we can differentiate
(2.12) with respect to time. Further, we use the fact that the initial conditions
are defined by z(i)H (0) = (1 − C)IHu(i)(0) ∈ V˜H for i = 0, . . . , 3. Since solutions
to equations of the form (2.12) are in C2(0, T ; V˜H) by standard ODE theory, it
follows that zH ∈ C4(0, T ; V˜H) which concludes the proof.
Remark 2.8. The regularity assumptions (A1)-(A4) and f ∈ H3(0, T ;L2(Ω)) on
the initial data and the right-hand side correspond to the conditions in [2] for the
implicit setting and are referred to as ‘well-prepared and compatible of order 3’.
2.5 A simplified method
The regularity properties of the solution u due to the assumptions (A1)-(A4) and
f ∈ H3(0, T ;L2(Ω)) allow for the following simplification of the method defined
in (2.7). First, observe that (2.7) can be written as an equation for standard finite
element functions uH = (un)n=0,..,N with un ∈ VH using the explicit characteriza-
tion u˜n = (1− C)un, i.e.,
∆t−2 ((1− C)(un+1 − 2un + un−1), (1− C)vH) + a ((1− C)un, (1− C)vH)
= (f(n∆t), (1− C)vH)
for all vH ∈ VH . A slightly modified method with reduced computational costs
seeks u¯H = (u¯n)n=0,..,N with u¯n ∈ VH such that
∆t−2 (u¯n+1 − 2u¯n + u¯n−1, vH) + a ((1− C)u¯n, (1− C)vH) = (f(n∆t), vH) (2.14)
for all vH ∈ VH . Note that the solution of (2.14) also fulfills stability properties
similar to (2.10). Analogically to (2.13), we can thus also show that
‖u− (1− C)u¯H‖L2(0,T ;H1Γ(Ω)) .T H + ∆t
2
under the assumption that the regularity properties of Lemma 2.7 hold. Hence, it
is reasonable to use the simplified method in practice. See also Chapter 4.
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Remark 2.9. The simplification in (2.14) might raise the question whether mass
lumping is also a possible modification. Numerical experiments show that mass
lumping only works if the coefficient is essentially constant and can have a signif-
icant effect on the convergence rate otherwise. This is related to the fact that for
general coefficients additional H2 regularity in space cannot be expected.
3 The Practical Method
The method discussed in Section 2 is idealized in the sense that we have implicitly
assumed that the corrector problems (2.3) can be solved exactly. In practice, those
problems are discretized and localized as explained in Section 3.1 and 3.2.
3.1 Discretization of fine scales
As a first step, the problems (2.3) are discretized using classical finite elements.
To quantify the error introduced by such a procedure, let u˜H = (u˜n)n=0,..,N with
u˜n = (1 − C)un ∈ V˜H be the solution of problem (2.7). Further, define for any
vH ∈ VH the discretized correction ChvH as the finite element solution of (2.3)
based on a discrete space Wh ⊂ W on a mesh Th with mesh size h ≤ ε, i.e., the
mesh size is chosen small enough to resolve variations of the coefficient A. Note
thatWh ⊂ Vh, with Vh being the standard P1/Q1 finite element space based on the
mesh Th. Denote by u˜H,h = (u˜h,n)n=0,..,N with u˜h,n = (1 − Ch)uh,n the solution
of (2.7) in the space (1− Ch)VH . The following lemma quantifies the difference of
these two solutions.
Lemma 3.1 (Fine scale discretization error). Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.3
and Lemma 2.7, it holds that∥∥∥∥ u˜n − u˜n−1∆t − u˜h,n − u˜h,n−1∆t
∥∥∥∥+ ‖∇(u˜n − u˜h,n)‖ .T dV˜H [Vh] +H−1(dV˜H [Vh])2,
with the approximation error dV˜H [Vh] defined by
dV˜H [Vh] := sup
v∈V˜H
infvh∈Vh ‖∇(v − vh)‖
‖∇v‖ .
Proof. Observe that the error e˜n = (1− C)(un − uh,n) solves
∆t−2 (e˜n+1 − 2e˜n + e˜n−1, (1− C)vH) + a (e˜n, (1− C)vH)
= (−f(n∆t), (C− Ch)vH) + ∆t−2(u˜h,n+1 − 2u˜h,n + u˜h,n−1, (C− Ch)vH)
+ ∆t−2((C− Ch)(uh,n+1 − 2uh,n + uh,n−1), (1− C)vH)
+ a((C− Ch)uh,n, (C− Ch)vH) =: Fn((1− C)vH)
for all vH ∈ VH . If Fn|V˜H ∈ L2(Ω), we can derive a bound on the error using similar
arguments as in the derivation of (2.10). First, we need to estimate ‖∇(C−Ch)vH‖.
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Using the fact that the corrector problems (2.3) can be interpreted as saddle point
problems, we obtain from finite element saddle point theory [6, Ch. 2.2.2] that
‖∇(C− Ch)vH‖ ≤ (1 + CIH )(1 + β/α) inf
vh∈Vh
‖∇(CvH − vh)‖
≤ C∗ sup
v∈V˜H
infvh∈Vh ‖∇(v − vh)‖
‖∇v‖ ‖∇v˜H‖
= C∗ dV˜H [Vh] ‖∇v˜H‖
(3.1)
with C∗ = (1 + CIH )(1 + β/α) and v˜H = (1 − C)vH or v˜H = (1 − Ch)vH . Using
(2.1), we further get
‖(C− Ch)vH‖ ≤ CIHH C∗ dV˜H [Vh] ‖∇v˜H‖. (3.2)
With (3.1), (3.2) and the inverse inequality (2.4), we can derive the following
bound,
sup
v˜H∈V˜H
|Fn(v˜H)|
‖v˜H‖ ≤
(
CIHC∗C˜inv
(
‖f(n∆t)‖+ 2
∥∥∥∥ u˜h,n+1 − 2u˜h,n + u˜h,n−1∆t2
∥∥∥∥)
+ βC2∗ C˜invH
−1‖∇u˜h,n‖ dV˜H [Vh]
)
dV˜H [Vh]
. dV˜H [Vh] +H
−1(dV˜H [Vh])
2.
Thus, using the above equations and the fact that, for any vH , yH ∈ VH ,
‖(1− C)vH − (1− Ch)yH‖• ≤ ‖(1− C)(vH − yH)‖• + ‖(C− Ch)yH‖•,
it follows as in the derivation of (2.10) that∥∥∥∥ u˜n − u˜n−1∆t − u˜h,n − u˜h,n−1∆t
∥∥∥∥+ ‖∇(u˜n − u˜h,n)‖ .T dV˜H [Vh] +H−1(dV˜H [Vh])2.
Note that we have used the fact that ∆t−2(u˜h,n+1−2u˜h,n+u˜h,n−1) can be bounded
in L2 independently of ∆t and H. To see this, let ˙˜uh,n+1/2 = ∆t−1(u˜h,n+1 − u˜h,n)
be the discrete time derivative and observe that ( ˙˜uh,n+1/2)n=0,...,N−1 solves
∆t−2
(
˙˜uh,n+3/2 − 2 ˙˜uh,n+1/2 + ˙˜uh,n−1/2), v˜H
)
+ a
(
˙˜uh,n+1/2, v˜H
)
=
(
∆t−1(f((n+ 1)∆t)− f(n∆t)), v˜H
)
for all v˜H ∈ (1 − Ch)VH . Therefore, with equation (2.10) and the regularity
assumptions of Lemma 2.7 we can bound the L2 norm of ∆t−2(u˜h,n+1 − 2u˜h,n +
u˜h,n−1) in terms of the initial data and the right-hand side.
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3.2 Localization of correctors
As a next step, we want to define the solution u˜`H,h of the fully practical method
and quantify the error between the solutions u˜H,h and u˜`H,h. The practical method
reads:
Find u˜`H,h = (u˜
`
h,n)n=0,..,N with u˜
`
h,n = (1− C`h)u`h,n ∈ (1− C`h)VH , such that
for n ≥ 2
∆t−2(u˜`h,n+1 − 2u˜`h,n + u˜`h,n−1, v˜H) + a(u˜`h,n, v˜H) = (f(n∆t), v˜H) (3.3)
for all v˜H ∈ (1− C`h)VH and given u˜`h,0 = (1− C`h)IHu0 and suitable u˜`h,1 ∈
(1− C`h)VH .
Here, for any vH ∈ VH , C`hvH denotes the discretized solution of (2.3) which is
restricted to computations on local patches with ` layers. To be more precise, we
first rewrite the operator Ch : VH →Wh as
ChvH = Ch
 ∑
T∈TH
vH |T
 = Ch
 ∑
T∈TH
nT∑
i=1
vH(xT,i)ΛT,i
 = ∑
T∈TH
nT∑
i=1
vH(xT,i)qT,i,
where xT,i, i = 1, . . . nT denote the corner points of T and ΛT,i the corresponding
nodal basis functions on T . Further, the element correctors qT,i ∈Wh are defined
by
a(qT,i, wh) = a|T (ΛT,i, wh)
for all wh ∈ Wh, where a|T (u, v) :=
∫
T A∇u · ∇v dx. Similarly, we can define the
operator C`h : VH →Wh by
C`hvH =
∑
T∈TH
nT∑
i=1
vH(xT,i)q
`
T,i,
where the localized element correctors q`T,i ∈Wh(N`(T )) are given by
a(q`T,i, wh) = a|T (ΛT,i, wh)
for all wh ∈Wh(N`(T )). Here, N`(T ) is the extension of T by ` layers of elements
and Wh(N`(T )) the restriction of Wh to functions with support in N`(T ). See
also [22] for further details. Alternatively, the operator C`h could be defined as
the `th iterate of some preconditioned solver based on an overlapping domain
decomposition, as shown in [20].
The computation of the correctors is done during the offline stage and can be
parallelized. Furthermore, periodic structure may be exploited. The additional
cost to solve the corrector problems is moderate and the main advantage of the
method lies in the online stage, where smaller linear systems need to be solved
and relatively coarse time steps (subject to the CFL condition) may be used.
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Lemma 3.2 (Localization error). Suppose that the assumptions of Lemma 2.3 and
Lemma 2.7 hold. Then∥∥∥∥∥ u˜h,n − u˜h,n−1∆t − u˜
`
h,n − u˜`h,n−1
∆t
∥∥∥∥∥+ ‖∇(u˜h,n − u˜`h,n)‖ .T `d/2e−c` +H−1`de−2c`.
Proof. Similar to the findings in Lemma 3.1, the error e˜`n = (1− Ch)(uh,n − u`h,n)
solves
∆t−2
(
e˜`n+1 − 2e˜`n + e˜`n−1, (1− Ch)vH
)
+ a
(
e˜`n, (1− Ch)vH
)
= (−f(n∆t), (Ch − C`h)vH) + ∆t−2(u˜`h,n+1 − 2u˜`h,n + u˜`h,n−1, (Ch − C`h)vH)
+ ∆t−2((Ch − C`h)(u`h,n+1 − 2u`h,n + u`h,n−1), (1− Ch)vH)
+ a((Ch − C`h)u`h,n, (Ch − C`h)vH) =: Fnh ((1− Ch)vH)
for all vH ∈ VH . As above, we want to show that Fnh |(1−Ch)VH ∈ L2(Ω). In [18, 22],
it is shown that for any vH ∈ VH
‖∇(Ch − C`h)vH‖ ≤ C`d/2e−c`‖∇vH‖
and thus also
‖(Ch − C`h)vH‖ ≤ C`d/2e−c`CIHH‖∇vH‖,
see also [21, 20] for an alternative constructive proof. Similar to the estimates in
Section 3.1, we obtain
sup
v˜H∈(1−Ch)VH
|Fnh (v˜H)|
‖v˜H‖ ≤
(
CC2IHCinv
(
‖f(n∆t)‖+ 2
∥∥∥∥∥ u˜`h,n+1 − 2u˜`h,n + u˜`h,n−1∆t2
∥∥∥∥∥)
+ βC2CIHCinvH
−1‖∇u˜`h,n‖ `d/2e−c`
)
`d/2e−c`
. `d/2e−c` +H−1`de−2c`
and finally∥∥∥∥∥ u˜h,n − u˜h,n−1∆t − u˜
`
h,n − u˜`h,n−1
∆t
∥∥∥∥∥+ ‖∇(u˜h,n − u˜`h,n)‖ .T `d/2e−c` +H−1`de−2c`.
3.3 Error of the practical method
We can now formulate the following theorem using Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.2 and
the triangle inequality.
Theorem 3.3 (Error of the practical method). Let u be the solution of (1.2) and
assume that (A1)-(A4) and f ∈ H3(0, T ;L2(Ω)) hold and ∆t . H subject to the
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CFL condition (2.9). Further, let u˜`H,h be the solution of the practical method and
u˜`H,h(t) the piecewise linear function that interpolates u˜
`
H,h in time. Then
‖u− u˜`H,h‖L2(0,T ;H1Γ(Ω))
.T H + ∆t2 + dV˜H [Vh] +H
−1(dV˜H [Vh])
2 + `d/2e−c` +H−1`de−2c`.
(3.4)
If ` & | logH|, (3.4) simplifies to
‖u− u˜`H,h‖L2(0,T ;H1Γ(Ω)) .T H + ∆t
2 + dV˜H [Vh] +H
−1(dV˜H [Vh])
2.
Theorem 3.3 shows that in order to obtain a reasonable error of order H, the
error introduced by the discretization of the corrector problems (2.3) and thus the
approximation error dV˜H [Vh] need to be of order H as well. The following lemma
quantifies the approximation error dV˜H [Vh] under additional regularity assump-
tions on the coefficient A.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that A ∈W 1,∞(Ω;R) with oscillations on the scale ε. Fur-
ther, let Ih : V → Vh be a quasi-interpolation operator that fulfills properties similar
to (2.1) and (2.2) with h instead of H. Then,
dV˜H [Vh] . h(H
−1 + ε−1).
Proof. For any v˜H ∈ V˜H , we have
inf
vh∈Vh
‖∇(v˜H − vh)‖ ≤ ‖∇(1− Ih)v˜H‖ ≤ CIhh‖D2v˜H‖
≤ CIhh‖∆v˜H‖ ≤
h
α
CIh‖A∆v˜H‖
≤ h
α
CIh
(‖divA∇v˜H‖+ ‖A‖W 1,∞(Ω;R)‖∇v˜H‖)
≤ h
α
CIh
(
βCinvCIHH
−1 + cε−1
) ‖∇v˜H‖,
using the fact that ‖A‖W 1,∞(Ω;R) . cε−1 and
‖divA∇v˜H‖ ≤ βCinvCIHH−1‖∇v˜H‖. (3.5)
To show this, let v ∈ C∞c (Ω) and observe that
|(divA∇v˜H , v)|
‖v‖ =
|a(v˜H , v)|
‖v‖ =
|a(v˜H , IHv)|
‖v‖ ≤
β‖∇v˜H‖‖∇IHv‖
‖v‖
≤ βCinvCIHH−1‖∇v˜H‖
employing the estimates (2.2) and (2.5). The inequality (3.5) then follows by the
density of C∞c in L2. Therefore, dV˜H [Vh] can be bounded by
dV˜H [Vh] . h(H
−1 + ε−1).
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Using Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.4, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 3.5 (Error of the practical method). Assume that (A1)-(A4) and f ∈
H3(0, T ;L2(Ω)) hold. Assume further that A ∈ W 1,∞(Ω;R), ∆t . H subject to
the CFL condition (2.9), ` & | logH| and h . Hε. Then
‖u− u˜`H,h‖L2(0,T ;H1Γ(Ω)) .T H + ∆t
2.
While orders of convergence in space and time appear imbalanced when the error
is measured in L2(0, T ;H1Γ(Ω)), quadratic convergence is empirically observed for
the L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)) norm. In this sense, the error estimates of our explicit method
are competitive with the fully implicit Crank-Nicolson approach of [2] provided
that the fine scale discretization errors of [2] can be bounded by (h/ε)2.
Remark 3.6. The assumptions on the fine mesh size h in Corollary 3.5 are in
line with the theoretical findings for the well studied elliptic case. Also note that
the above construction is not limited to approximation spaces based on P1/Q1 finite
elements. In principle, there is no restriction to devise a higher-order variant of
the method in space and to combine it with any time stepping approach. However,
higher order convergence rates with respect to H can only be achieved if the inter-
polation operator IH fulfills additional orthogonality properties and the coefficient
A is regular enough. Further, it is important to adjust the number of element
layers ` for the localization accordingly.
4 Numerical Results
In this section, we want to present two numerical experiments to illustrate the
theoretical results from the previous sections. The computations are done using
an adaption of the code from [17]. The error of the method is measured in the
discrete L2(0, T ;H1Γ(Ω)) norm
‖v‖2Ω,N :=
N∑
i=1
∆t ‖v(i∆t)‖2H1Γ(Ω)
whereN = dT/∆te denotes the number of time steps. In both numerical examples,
the domain is set to Ω = (0, 1)2 and the final time is chosen as T = 1. The reference
solution is computed using standard finite elements paired with a leapfrog scheme
in time on a uniform quadrilateral mesh Th with mesh size h =
√
2 · 2−8 which
is also the mesh parameter for the computations of the corrector problems. The
fine time step size is chosen small enough subject to the standard CFL condition,
i.e., ∆tfine ≤ CCFLh, where CCFL =
√
2β−1/2C−1inv. This condition can be shown
similarly to (2.9) and is slightly relaxed compared to (2.9) since CIH ≥ 1 in general.
Practical experiments showed that CCFL =
√
2β−1/20.14 is a sufficient and rather
sharp choice for the stability of both the standard finite element solution and the
coarse solution computed by the method stated above on a quadrilateral mesh TH
with mesh size H. In the following experiments, we set ∆t = CCFLH. Note that
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given u`h,0 and approximations v
`
h,0 of v0 and f
`
h,0 of f(0), u
`
h,1 is computed using
the second-order Taylor polynomial, i.e.,
(u`h,1, v˜H) = (u
`
h,0, v˜H) + ∆t (v
`
h,0, v˜H)−
1
2
∆t2 a(u`h,0, v˜H) +
1
2
∆t2 (f `h,0, v˜H)
for any v˜H ∈ (1 − C`h)VH . This choice is crucial in order to get the optimal
convergence rate.
4.1 Example 1
For the first example, we take the setting from [2, Sec. 6.2], i.e., f = 1, u0 = v0 = 0,
Γ = ∂Ω andA as depicted in Figure 1 (left), with α = 0.04, β = 1.96 and ε = 0.006.
A detailed formula for the coefficient can be found in [2, Sec. 6.2]. The parameter
` is chosen as ` = 2 for all values of H. The remaining discretization parameters
are defined above. The errors of the practical method are shown in Figure 1
(right). The red curve shows the errors of the standard method defined in (3.3)
and the blue curve displays the errors of the method based on (2.14) which uses
the classical finite element mass matrix. Both curves show the expected linear
convergence and are very close which seems to justify the theoretical observation
that the mass matrices may be exchanged.
10−2 10−1 100
10−3
10−2
10−1
100
mesh size H
er
ro
r
in
‖·
‖ Ω
,N
standard method
simplified method
order 1
Figure 1: Coefficient A (left) and errors (right) for example 1.
4.2 Example 2
In the second example, we choose Γ = {x ∈ ∂Ω: x1 = 0}, f(x, t) = sin(4pix1)(1−t)
and v0 = 0. We further let u0 ∈ H1Γ be the solution of
a(u0, v) =
∫
Ω
5 sin(pix1) sin(pix2)v dx
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for all v ∈ H1Γ. The coefficient A is shown in Figure 2 (left), where α = 1, β = 17.78
with ε = 0.02. The precise formula for A is
A(x) = 1.9 · (b2x1cb8(1− x1)c+ b2(1− x1)cb8x1c)
· (b2x2cb8(1− x2)c+ b2(1− x2)cb8x2c)
· sin(b32x1c)2 sin(b64x2c)2 + 1.
The other discretization parameters are chosen as defined above. The red curve in
Figure 2 (right) shows the errors of the standard method (3.3) with ` = 2 and the
green curve shows the errors of the standard method with ` = 4. It can be seen
that the red curve stagnates for smaller values of H which is in accordance with
the theoretical observations that ` needs to be chosen proportional to | log(H)|.
The convergence rate is again in line with the theoretical results and seems to be
even slightly better for ` = 4 at around 1.5. Note that, as in the first example, the
errors of the simplified method based on (2.14) are very close to the errors of the
standard method but are not depicted for better visibility. Also, since the value
β is only taken in a small part of the domain, the CFL condition can be slightly
relaxed for this example.
10−2 10−1 100
10−4
10−3
10−2
10−1
100
mesh size H
er
ro
r
in
‖·
‖ Ω
,N
standard method, ` = 2
standard method, ` = 4
order 1
Figure 2: Coefficient A (left) and errors (right) for example 2.
5 Conclusions
In this work, we have discussed a discretization of the wave equation with rough
coefficients. We have used the LOD method in space and the explicit leapfrog
scheme for the time discretization and are able to obtain first-order convergence
under suitable assumptions on the initial data and subject to a relaxed version of
the CFL condition. Numerical experiments illustrate the theoretical findings.
Ongoing research aims at further weakening the presented assumptions on the
initial data especially in the context of L2(L2) error estimates and the generaliza-
tion to elastic and poroelastic waves based on preparatory work [7, 3]. Addition-
ally, the long-time behavior of numerical solutions to the wave equation will be
considered.
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